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List of cool words you might love 
 

Have you ever faked being sick to get the day off from work? Well, you were egroting. Have you ever laid a 

shampoo bottle on its side to draw the stubborn goop out of the bottom? You were duffifying. 

Here is a collection of some English words that you probably do not know and might actually find useful: 

 

balter (v.): to dance artlessly, without particular grace or skill but usually with enjoyment. 

Example: “Never underestimate the healing power of listening to your favorite music on full blast while 

baltering” 

 

chork (v.): to make the noise that feet do when one’s shoes are full of water. 

Example: “Caught in the rainstorm with no shelter, he was soon chorking his way toward a terrible cold.”  

 

duffifie (v.): to lay a bottle on its side for some time so that it may be completely drained of the few drops 

remaining. 

Example: “The relationship started to fall apart when Dennis uprighted a bottle of ketchup that Sarah had 

been duffifying for days.”  

 

egrote (v.): to feign sickness in order to avoid work. 

Example: “Among lazy men, egroting is a pursuit of perfection.”  

 

feague (v.): to put a live eel up a horse’s bottom; used figuratively to describe encouraging someone or 

getting their spirits up. 

Example: “I’ve heard Ann Romney’s secret to winning dressage is feaguing Rafalca right before the 

competition.” 

 

This word, used in the 1700s by what were apparently kinky horse-traders, came from a reference 

called Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 

 

jehu (n.): a fast or furious driver. 

Example: “So I’ve got an idea for a movie. We get a bunch of jehus—well, that’s about it..” A jehu is named for 

Jehu, a Biblical figure who “driveth furiously” as he went to murder King Ahab by the Lord’s decree. 

 

metanoia(n.): the journey of changing one’s mind, spirit, heart, self or way of life; fundamental change of 

mind; spiritual conversion. 

Example: Metanoia in the psychological theory of Carl Jung denotes a process of reforming the psyche as a 

form of self healing, a proposed explanation for the phenomenon of psychotic breakdown . 

This one actually has its origins in Greek. 

 

pedeconference (n.): to hold a meeting while walking. 

Example: “Roughly 40% of the West Wing is footage of people pedeconferencing.” 

 

redamancy (n.): the act of loving the one who loves you; loving in return 



Example: “Despite his lack of redamancy her passion for him was unabated for several years.”  

 

scuddle (v.): to run with an affected haste. 

Example: “Desperate to look important and with nothing to do, she scuddled around the office like a pinball.” 

 

serendipity (n.): the faculty of making fortunate discoveries by accident; finding something good without 

looking for it. 

Example: “Sarah had known Josh for years and had a crush on him. She never knew that Josh liked her too. It 

must have been serendipity that their mutual friend Alice set them up on a blind date.” 

 

snollygoster. (n.): One, especially a politician, who is guided by personal advantage rather than by consistent, 

respectable principles. 

Example : “Even though he professed to not be a crook, our president was still a bit of a snollygoster, wasn’t 

he?” 

 

throttlebottom (n.): a dishonest man who holds public office. 

Example: “’That Barack Obama is a downright throttlebottom!’ said the Tea Party supporter who feigned 

political opinions so he could wear colonial garb.” 

 

Other great political insults include flapdoodler, lollie boy, pollywog and quockerwodger. 

 

uhtceare (n.): lying awake before dawn and worrying. 

Example: “Knowing that some object he owned had been secretly put in the toilet bowl, Jerry lay awake, 

plagued by uhtceare.” 

 

Pronounced oot-key-are-a, the word breaks down into two parts: uht, a word for the restless hour before 

dawn and ceare, an Old English term for care and sorrow. 

 

zarf (n.): the cup-shaped holder for a hot coffee cup that keeps you from burning your fingers. 

Example: “Forgetting a zarf often leads to a dangerous game of hot potato.” 

 

In the olden days, zarfs were typically metal or ornamental. These days they’re referred to as ‘one of those 

little cardboard thingys. 

30 Brilliant New Words to Add to Your Vocabulary 

It’s weird to think that in our evolution as humans; speech has become so complex, yet we are always creating 

new words. In the first quarter of 2015 alone, there were roughly 500 words added to the Oxford English 

Dictionary. But how many of those words are relevant? I’ve put together a list of just 30 words thanks to 

Urban Dictionary and Bored Panda, that will make an excellent addition to your everyday vocabulary: 

1. Askhole: (n) Someone who asks many stupid, pointless, or obnoxious questions. 

2. Bedgasm: (n) The feeling of euphoria experienced when climbing into bed at the end of a very long day. 

3. Masturdating: (n) Going out alone to a movie or restaurant. 

4. Chairdrobe: (n) Piling clothes on a chair instead of a closet or dresser; see also “Floordrobe” 

Read: 23 New Words for Emotions That We All Feel, but Can’t Explain 

5. Texpectation: (n) The anticipation felt when waiting for a response to a text. T 

6. Cellfish: (n) an individual who continues talking on the phone so as to be rude or inconsiderate of other 

people 

7. Nonversation: (n) A completely worthless conversation; small talk. 

8. Destinesia: When you get to where you were intending to go, but forget why you were going there in the 

first place. 

9. Errorist: (n) Someone who repeatedly makes mistakes, or is always wrong. 

10: Carcolepsy: (n) A condition where a passenger falls asleep as soon as the car starts moving. 



11. Hiberdating: (v) When a person completely ignores their friends in favor of a boy/girlfriend 

12. Ambitchous: (adj) Striving to be more of a bitch than the average bitch. 

13. Youniverse: (n) Used to indicate that a person has knowledge only of himself; their universe consists only 

of them. 

14. Internest: (n) The cocoon of blankets and pillows you gather around yourself whilst spending long periods 

of time on the internet periods of time on the internet. 

15. Columbusing: (n) When white people claim to have discovered something that has been around for years, 

decades, or centuries 

16. Unkeyboardinated: (adj) The inability to type without making repeated mistakes. 

17. Afterclap: (n) The last person who claps after everyone has stopped. 

18. Beerboarding: (n) Extracting secret information from a colleague by getting them drunk. 

19. Bromance: (n) a “BFF” situation involving two male friends. 

20. Dudevorce: (n) When two bros officially end a bromance. 

21. Epiphanot: (n) An idea that seems like an amazing insight to the conceiver, but is, in fact pointless, stupid, 

mundane, or incorrect. 

22. Unlightening: (v) Learning something that makes you dumber. 

23. Nerdjacking: (n) Filling a conversation with unnecessary detail about one’s passion for an otherwise 

uninitiated, uninterested layperson. 

24. Doppelbanger: (n) Someone who has sexual intercourse with someone that looks identical to them, but is 

not related. 

25. Nomonym: (n) A food that tastes just like another food. 

26. Irrightional: (a) Someone who irrationally believes they are alway right. 

27. Cupidity: (n) The really stupid things you do when you are in love. 

28. Chiptease: (n) The pocket of air in the top of a bag of chips. 

29. Eglaf: (n) A word that has no meaning; can be used in place of any other word. 

30. Wanderlust: The desire to travel and see new places. 

14 Historical Curse Words that we Should All be using Every Day 

I will be the first to admit that in my day-to-day conversations, I tend to use a vernacular that is colorful 

enough to have most sailors tell me that I need to “church it up a little”. I can’t help it. Sometimes the best 

word for a particular sentence happens to be the F-word. Several times. In many different usages. That being 

said, I have turned to sources like The Chive,Mental Floss, and Buzzfeed to help me expand my current curse 

word vocabulary so that in social settings I might sound more refined and artistic. Trust me, I can’t wait to use 

“Rantallion” or “Bescumber” in my next business meeting. 

1. Beardsplitter 

A Victorian word for Penis. 

2. Bedswerver 

A British slang word for “cheater,” invented by William Shakespeare himself. 

3. Arfarfan’arf 

A Victorian term for a drunkard. 

Read: What Is Your Personality Type According To The Words You Use? 

4. Rantallion 

A weirdly specific Victorian word meaning “One whose scrotum is longer than his penis.” 

5. Zounderkite 

A Victorian word for “idiot.” 

6. Bescumber 

A word from the early 20th century meaning “to spray poo upon.” 



7. Gamahuche 

A Victorian word for Oral sex. 

Read: Sound Smarter by Dropping These 11 Words From Your Vocabulary 

8. Cacafuego 

This word, which means “braggart,” is Spanish in origin, literally translating as “shitfire.” It was the nickname 

of a ship captured by the Pirate Sir Francis Drake, who is presumably the braggart referenced by the word. 

9. Thunderation! 

A variant on “What in tarnation?” which itself was a lightening-up of the word “damnation,” “thunderation” 

was popular in the United States back in the 1830’s and 40’s. It’s time for it to come back. 

10. Fopdoodle 

A dumbass. 

11. Mumblecrust 

A medieval word referring to a toothless beggar from a medieval theater comedy. 

Read: 20 Words to Enhance your Vocabulary 

12. Mosquito-buggerer 

It’s Medieval, and it’s exactly what it sounds like. 

13. Rakefire 

One who overstays their welcome. The term itself comes from the person who stays late and keeps the fire 

going, even though their host wants them to leave. 

14. Muckspout 

Finally: one who swears too much. 

20 Words to Enhance your Vocabulary 

Communication is an absolute necessity of everyday life. Unless, of course, you happen to live under a rock in 

the woods somewhere – in which case, why are you reading this? For the rest of us, here in the digital world 

we live in we communicate with each other on a scale that is unprecedented in history. So if we are 

communicating a lot, why shouldn’t we focus on being better at it? I mean, it’s great if you post 20 posts a day 

to social media, but why sound like a 5-year-old when you do it? Here are some examples of little changes you 

can make in your vocabulary that not only make you sound smarter, they get your point across more 

effectively. 

1. Instead of saying OLD use a word like ANCIENT. 

2. Instead of saying STRANGE use a word like BIZZARE. 

3. Instead of saying WORRIED use a word like ANXIOUS. 

4. Instead of saying TASTY use a word like DELICIOUS. 

5. Instead of saying HAPPY use a word like JUBILANT. 

6. Instead of saying AFRAID use a word like TERRIFIED. 

7. Instead of saying WEAK use a word like FEEBLE. 

8. Instead of saying UGLY use a word like HIDEOUS. 

9. Instead of saying SERIOUS use a word like SOLEMN. 

10. Instead of saying DRY use a word like PARCHED. 

11. Instead of saying CLEAN use a word like IMEPCABLE. 

12. Instead of saying VALUABLE use a word like PRECIOUS. 

13. Instead of saying COLD use a word like FREEZING. 

14. Instead of saying ANGRY use a word like FURIOUS. 

15. Instead of saying NEAT use a word like IMMACULATE. 



16. Instead of saying EAGER use a word like KEEN. 

17. Instead of saying HUNGRY use a word like FAMISHED. 

18. Instead of saying BAD use a word like AWFUL. 

19. Instead of saying BEAUTIFUL use a word like EXQUISITE. 

20. Instead of saying BRIGHT use a word like DAZZLING. 

 

 


